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About This Game

Rollers of the Realm™ combines the frantic physics of classic arcade pinball with the character-driven adventure of fantasy role-
playing games. Bounce, spin, and battle through scenes of an epic storyline with a band of medieval misfits tasked with

reclaiming the world from dark and ancient magic. Winner of a "Best in Play" Award at GDC Play 2014, IndieCade finalist in
2013.

Key Features

A new spin on pinball: includes physics-based puzzles and combat with unique nudge and flipper mechanics.

10 hot-swappable player characters (represented by balls), each with a unique size, weight, and stats.

Unleash devastating special abilities: flaming swords, animal companions, hailstorms, bombs!

Upgrade stats and special abilities as your party levels up.

30+ Campaign levels to discover and replay. Fully-voiced storyline.

Combat focused: battle grunts, elites, bosses... and more.

Loot drops: gold, score and mana multipliers, power-ups, and treasure.
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Arena Mode: 5 challenging boards with Steam Leaderboard support.

Two difficulty modes: change the difficulty to Challenging or Casual on the fly!
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Title: Rollers of the Realm
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Phantom Compass
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 1.8GHz (or equivalent)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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This game was fun as hell being one the first HTC Vive game i played its quick but fun. I could not stop laughing about hitting
the birds away. :) Quick tip for others playing master the two hand skill wash with one hand on top wipe with other on the
bottom!! Best part was on my fifth time playing, The tracking freaked out and sent me flying off the lift scaring me half to
death making me fall on my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 :p. I've always really wanted my own Hollywood Hills spot, even
if to live like a king for one day. This VR experience gives me the opportunity to do so every day, if I want! It's pretty awesome
to have a humongous TV to watch, I wonder how they got the streaming video in there. There is also a neat option to summon
friends (seems like they are social media-famous people?) to dance and have a good time.

I'm looking forward to seeing how this develops over time, but it is definitely worth a look, for the streaming video and feel of
having your own super baller Hollywood Hills Mansion!!. This is an absolutely wonderful game, the graphics are over the top
and are just beautiful. The game play is actually really fun, it doesn't eat my graphics card to shreds (manages to run on a
sapphire Radeon toxic hd5850 as a test to see how bad the graphics and performance will be, not too awful, and obviously runs
butter smooth on my Asus GTX 1070ti) the only issue I have is there is no definite way to save ones progress, I'm afraid that if I
exit the game from the menu and then change my mind and re-enter the game again it will send me back to the front point, I
know that that is the point of the checkpoints but still it doesn't seem the most assuring way. Please add some Rock solid save
points that take you to a menu and pause the timer more efficiently. I give it a 9/10. the devil may cry of pc gaming. Fun little
game, great for small breaks, but there's a lot of room for skill too. Definitely worth the money.. Creepy, disturbing, unique,
very short.
Must the be only VR game where you never really feel comfortable. Once you get used to one area the next one is even more ...
interesting.
Great sound design.
Looking forward to new chapters!. Crash the game first 2 minute, would not let me cast . Boat un controllable All around BAD
time. Will un install now.. A brilliantly simple and thoughtful game. With it's roots in the mobile gaming universem it translates
to a mouse surprisingly well. Very responsive and exact moves make this a pleasure to play. Well worth the affordable price.
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it cant launch for me i donno what is it.. Whether you are a long-time fan of the Far Cry series, or have never played it, this is a
great game to play. The graphics are absolutely stunning and you don't even need a good video card to play it at ultra-high
graphics. (I used GTX GeForce 580 2GB) The story mode is fantastic and the cinematics are like you are watching a movie.
There are so many different places to explore and so many different animals to tame, making this a 'worth-your-money' type of
game. At max, you could probably knock out around 25-40 hours total playing this game. No matter what everyone else says, I
believe you will enjoy this game as much as I did.. I dare you to mark diagonally ^^. Solar system is just beautiful....That is as
far as I can say about this experience. Compared to Discovering Space, this doesn't even come close. This is a self guided tour
with VERY loose controls. Grab objects to start events...What events? All that appeared were bullet points highlighting specific
interests, is that what you are calling an 'event'...Should be labelled touch for more information. Such a shame. If this was
similar to Discovering space, where the tours actually take you on a guided tour of all the planets, with voiceover I might add,
similar to when I visited a PLanetarium when I was young, then I could recommend this as an enjoyable experience...However
after just a few minutes exploring, I had more than enough.... I played Archon on the Commodore 64 and it was one of my
favorite games growing up. This version is both a faithful adaptation of the original game and a great modernization of that
game. It is easily worth the money.. Music is awesome and purely for supporting the devs!. OMG. I wish I had read the reviews
before purchasing Europea Fishing. It seemed so promising but it simply doesn't work. After steering your motor boat to the
fishing spot you cannot fish! What is the point of that? Luckily it was only 59 pence to buy so no great loss but don't waste your
time on this bug ridden rubbish.
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